Your Advantages:
 Reduces spread of
droplets
 Comfortable
 Desinfectable
 Reusable
 Light and robust
 Cost effective

Mouth-Nose-Cover with
Replacable Inlay

Product description







Robust plastic face piece with elastic bands
Ergonomic design
Easily replacable and reusable inlay made of:
70% Polypropylen / 30 % Polyester (food conformity according to
EU-VO 10/2011, 1935/2004 and FDA 21 CFR §177.1630)
Cleanable and desinfectable
Machine washable at 60°C (use laundry net, do not iron)

Usage:







Please Contact
Kayser Filtertech GmbH
Baustraße 38
37574 Einbeck
www.protectionmask4u.com
masks@kayser-filtertech.com

Thoroughly wash and disinfect hands prior to donning and
removing.
Do not touch the cover while wearing.
Wear over mouth and nose.
In case of moisture penetration, remove and air-tightly pack,
replace inlay if necessary.
Wash used inlays as soon as possible. Do not iron.
Observe safe distance of 1.50 m while wearing

Not a medical product according to DIN EN 14683
Not personal protection equipment according to DIN EN
149:2001-10,
Does not protect against infection by the SARS-CoV-2 virus or
other viruses or bacteria

ATTENTION: Keep out of hands of children under 6 years of age

Tel.: +49 (0) 5561 79020
Assembly instructions overleaf

Make sure that the plastic face piece is clean and disinfected. Desinfect your hands so that the filter material is
not contaminated.
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Cut the elastic band in
the middle.
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Pull the band through the
upper hole of the plastic
face piece and knot it in
front of the hole.

Now thread the band
through the hole below.
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Put the mask on to
determine the length of
the tape. The mask should
not be too tight.
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Also knot the band in front of
the hole. In order to shorten
the band afterwards, it is
possible to wrap the band
around the holding brackets.
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Repeat the procedure with
the second band on the other
side. Cut off the remaining
band.

Place the inlay with the
straight cutting edge in front
of you. Make sure that the
notch is on the left side.

Press the inlay into the plastic
carrier so that the side tabs (B)
overlap the top tab (C) and the
bottom tab (A) is above the side
tabs (B). The plastic face piece
must be completely covered by
the inlay.

Fold the side with the
straight cut edge
upwards. Take the mask.

Now put on the mask.
Provided that you do not
feel any pressure points and
the filter support is close to
your face everywhere, it
will fit correctly.

